Announcements

WIE ILS 2018 - IEEE Women In Engineering International Leadership Summit 2018 during 7-8 Sep 2018 at Kochi.
A global high profile summit with the theme of the Summit is “emPOWering TOgetHER”, showcasing women talents who have accomplished phenomenal success in their respective fields be it business, technology, arts or humanitarian cause. To be held in Kerala for the first time ever, this international summit seeks to celebrate womanhood by generating innovative ideas from technologists, entrepreneurs, artists, architects and humanitarians who are women and to develop strategies which aims for the wholesome development of women, especially in their life as a professional or in their pursuits of passion. On 7th and 8th of September, the golden shores of Kochi would be a host for the prolific women who have outshined and who would put their heads together to share their experiences and life journeys which would prove to be a trendsetter for the future WIE ILS Summits. You can anticipate a lifetime empowering experience for women of all genres! The goal of WIE being to facilitate the recruitment and retention of women in technical disciplines globally, the program in Kochi is outlined to inspire live action and fuel up creative fires and experiences that span over five tracks: Leadership & Empowerment, Innovation & Entrepreneurship, Science & Technology, Change Makers and Off-Beaten; Offering you the community and connection, the information and inspiration, the motivation and momentum to help you discover what you are; in order to explore those hidden potentials within you which would unleash your true self in years to come! Please visit https://wieilskochi2018.ieeekerala.org to find out the prolific women speakers, and our sponsors. So if you want to learn the mantras to be chanted for achieving that edge in life for enlightening the world, ensure a seat by registering at https://wieilskochi2018.ieeekerala.org/registration / before the deadline for early bird registration.

Web seminar and panel discussion on IEEE’s Blended Learning Program (IEEE-BLP)
IEEE's Blended Learning Program (IEEE-BLP) is an initiative in the direction of technical education from IEEE in conjunction with industry thought leaders. The IEEE-BLP is a set of skill-based training in the field of VLSI, IOT, IPR, POSH and alike. The first web seminar and panel discussion will be held on 24th Aug 2018 at 3 p.m. (IST). The Event number is 630 516 938 & the Event password is 123abc. To participate in this event, pl. register at: https://ieee.webex.com/ieee/onstage/g.php?MTID=e197fe6388278dc435883abfc9aa39f23

IEEE-SA 2018 World Standards Day Video Contest
IEEE-SA is seeking short (15-60 seconds) videos that explore how standards support the emerging technologies that are beginning to impact our lives today and into the future. As part of its 2018 celebration of WSD and its theme of “International Standards and the 4th Industrial Revolution,” IEEE-SA is looking for creative, original, quality videos that are relevant to this year’s WSD theme and that demonstrate how IEEE standards address the blending of our physical, digital, and biological worlds. For example, artificial intelligence and robots are starting to drive the decision processes of our lives, autonomous cars are being tested on our highways, and smart systems are linking our lives in surprising ways. Based on the video submissions, IEEE-SA will select up to three videos to receive a USD $500 prize. Entries are due by 14 Sep 2018. You can find more information and how to enter here: https://beyondstandards.ieee.org/general-news/2018-world-standards-day-ieee-video-contest/

INDICON-2018: At Amrita University, Coimbatore in Dec 2018. Look forward to the details soon

AISYWC 2018: 28-30 Sep 2018 at Mysore. Website at: http://aisywc.in/ Email: aisywc2018@gmail.com


IEEE-Sponsored Insurance Services:
http://www.ieee.org/membership_services/membership/discounts/group_insurance.html

IEEE Student Activities: http://www.ieee.org/membership_services/membership/students/index.html


IEEE Xplore Digital Library: http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/Xplore/home.jsp
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